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    第二章的主要内容为竞业限制规定在其它国家立法例与实践中的具体体
现。主要介绍了竞业限制规定在美国、英国、德国等国立法与判例中的体现，
希望能对我国的相关立法与实践有所借鉴。 









































    Non-Competition Clause is amplified on the game playing between the 
protection of business privacy of employment party and employees’ free choosing 
right. Therefore most of the countries have more or less limits to the 
Non-Competition Clause. 
    It is a contradictory object among the different interest group. Non-Competition 
Clause could properly protect the business privacy of employment party through the 
restriction of employees’ free choosing right. It is reasonable and necessary in some 
way though it looks unfair apparently. However, Non-Competition Clauses should be 
restricted when practicing. For the purpose of the proper application of the clause 
stipulated in labor contract law, the prerequisite, scope of the influenced people, 
industry, region, period, responsibility etc should be taken into consideration.   
    The thesis is consisted of three parts, including foreword, main body and 
conclusion.  
    The business privacy protection and employees’ free choosing right have 
becoming the hot issue with the development of the labor market. Non-Competition 
Clause has been practiced as the tool for balancing the benefit of two parties. In the 
field of policy, the relevant clauses have also been established in Labor Contract 
Law of our country. However, some regulations are equivocation, which may harm 
the benefit of the employees in practice. The enlightenment for the Non-Competition 
Clause in practice is the purpose of the study. 
    The main body is divided into three chapters: 
    The main contents of the first chapter are some basic introduction and 
description of problem about Non-Competition Clause. First it defines the concept of 
Non-Competition then focuses on the conflict and interest and the rationality of its 
existence, and it has been adopted in the legislation by many places. Finally 
discusses the relationship between Non-Competition and obligation of 















introduction of these basic questions, it provides the theoretical support for further 
discussion as below. 
    The second chapter is the specific embodiment of this clause in some national 
legislation and practice, such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany 
and other countries. With hope that it will give a reference of our national relevant 
legislation and practice . 
    The main contents of Chapter III is the interpretation and appliance of 
Non-Competition Clause in Labor Contract Law. Firstly, the appliance of 
Non-Competition Clause has certain precondition, i.e. Violation of business privacy; 
The personnel restricted by the clause should be limited in a certain scope, not be 
expanded to all staffs; the geographical scope should be limited in the area where the 
practical competition is existed to the employment unit; And the applicable period 
should not be expanded over a reasonable period. Second, the issue of 
Non-Competition of financial compensation is detailed analyzed, which could make 
clarification of the misunderstanding. At last, the liability of the employees for 
breaching the clause is discussed. The employer can require the employees to pay 
liquidated damages, but the amount should be in a reasonable limitation.  
    There comes to the conclusion: It is reasonable and legal that the employment 
unit sign the Non-Competition Clause with the employees. However, we should 
recognize that existence of Non-Competition Clause walks on the back of the 
restriction of the employees’ free choosing right. Therefore Non-Competition Clause 
should be limited in a reasonable extent. Otherwise the legal labor rights of the 
employees’ would be infringed upon since the excessive restrictions on the 
employees free choosing right. 
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